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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH CARRIED OUT BETWEEN OCTOBER 1, 1982 - OCTOBER 31, 1983

During the past year we have carried out microwave and millimeter wave
- -, -'t, i .J- ,,,_,

emission experiments on three systems tta-are described below.

System one is a Rippled-Field Magnetron and represents a hybrid between a

conventional magnetron and a free electron laser. System two is a Circular

Free Electron Laser in which a rotating ring of relativistic electrons is sub-

jected to an azimuthally periodic magnetic field. This work was carried out

in cooperation with Professor W.W. Destler at the University of Maryland. Pro-

fessor Destler has an accelerator capable of producing relativistic electron

rings, and it is on this facility that our experiments were carr 4ed out. \The

third system concerns an inverted Relativistic Magnetron. The latter work is

now finished and the results have appeared in the Journal f Applied Physics,

54, 4147 (1983).

1. RIPPLED FIELD MAGNETRONS

To achieve efficient conversion of energy from a stream of free electrons

to electromagnetic radiation, near synchronism must be attained between the

velocity of the electrons and the phase velocity of the wave. In crossed-field

•C "devices, of which the magnetron is a typical example, this synchronism occurs

4. 4.
between electrons undergoing a v-E0xB0 drift in orthogonal electric and magnet-

ic fields, and an electromagnetic wave whose velocity is reduced by a slow-wave

-'I stucture comprised of a periodic assembly of resonant cavities. The complex

system of closely spaced resonators embedded in the anode block limits the con-

ventional magnetron to wavelengths in the centimeter range. Moreover, at high

voltages typical of relativistic magnetrons, RF or dc breakdown in the electron

beam interaction space, and at the sharp resonator edges poses serious problems.

The rippled-field magnetron is a novel source of coherent radiation devoid

" of physical slow-wave structures and capable RrM t r i MChlTtEher,,frequen-

Chlf, Technical Information Division
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cies than a conventional magnetron. The configuration of the anode and cathode

is similar to the so-called "smooth-bore" magnetron, but it differs from the

latter in that the electrons are subjected to an additional field, an azimuthal-

ly periodic (wiggler) magnetic field Bw oriented transversely to the flow veloc-

ity v. The resulting -evxB w force gives the electrons an undulatory motion which

effectively increases their velocity, and allows them to become synchronous with

one of the fast TE or TM electomagnetic modes (phase velocity > c) characteris-

tic of the saooth-bore magnetron. We note that this technique is also the

basis of freelectron lasers (FM). This device differs from the FM in that

the electron source (the cathode) and the acceleration region (the anode-cathode

* gap) are integral parts of the RF interaction space. This makes for high space-

charge densities and for large growth rate of the FEL instability. The magne-

tron configuration is cylindrical rather than linear as in conventional FP's,

- and the system is therefore very compact. The cylindrical geometry also allows

for a continuous circulation of the growing electromagnetic wave, and because

of this internal feedback, the rippled-field magnetron is basically an oscil-

lator rather than an amplifier as is the case of the FEL.

We have obtained measurements of millimeter wave emission from the rippled

field magnetron. This device is a hybrid between a smooth-bore magnetron and a

free electron laser in which electrons move under the combined action of a

radial electric field, a uniform axial magnetic field and an azimuthally peri-

odic wiggler magnetic field.

A schematic of the magnetron cavity is shown in Fig. 1. It comprises a

smooth cylindrical field emission cathode of radius 5.22cm enclosing a smooth

cylindrical anode 4.43cm in radius. A Physics International Pulserad 110A

o.
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* Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a rippled-fieldmagnetron (top) and a planar
version of the device (bottom).
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(V-O.7-1.4MV) accelerator supplies a radial electric field across the anode-

cathode gap for approximately 30us. The coaxial cavity is surrounded by two

pulsed magnetic field coils which provide a uniform axial magnetic field of

6-15kG in the interaction space. The wiggler magnetic field is produced by a

periodic assembly of samarium-cobalt bar magnets positioned behind the smooth

stainless steel electrodes. The wiggler field midway between the electrodes

is primarily radial and has a periodicity L-5.06, 2.53, or 1.26cm depending on

the orientation of the magnets. For these periodicities, radial wiggler field

amplitudes Bw-2.Z6, 1.96, and 0.68kG respectively are obtained.

Millimeter wave power and frequency measurements were performed in three

frequency bands 2-4Giz, 7-12GHz, and 26.5-60GHz. Frequency spectra were ob-

' tained with solid state and waveguide dispersive lines and with a millimetaer

-. wave grating spectrometer. Absolute power levels were measured with calibrated

crystal detectors.

"axi=m radiated power in the 26.5-60GHz frequency band is obtained with

LZ.53cm and Bw-i.96kG. Under these conditions a narrow band spectral line is

observed with a line width at the half power points Less than 2.2GHz. The

center frequency of this line can be varied from 32GHz to 46GHz by varying B

between 5.8kG and 9kG. No deterioration in line profile is observed over this

range. The total radiated power above 26.5G~z measured with this wiggler is

300kW; which is more than a factor of thirty above the broad-band noise ob-

served with no wiggler.

Detailed results of our measurements will be found in Appendix 1.

i-. -
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2. MILLIMETER WAVE EMISSION FROM A ROTATING ELECTRON RING

IN A RIPPLED MAGNETIC FIELD

There have been many theoretical' and experimental2 studies of free elec-

tron lasers (FEL's) in linear geometry with spatially periodic transverse ,2 or

longitudinal 3-6 magnetic wiggler fields. Such configurations have gain limi-

tations imposed by the finite length of the interaction region. Recently, a

novel circular version of the free electron laser has been explored both theo-

retically 7'8,9 and experimentally10 in which a rotating, relativistic electron

stream is subjected to an azimuthally periodic wiggler field. The potential

advantages of circular FEL's as compared with the conventional linear form are

several. First, the beam circulates continuously through the wiggler field

resulting in a long effective interaction region. Secondly, because of the

recirculation of the growing electromagnetic wave, the device provides its own

internal feedback, and is in essence an oscillator rather than an amplifier,

as is the case in linear FEL's. And thirdly, because the electron motion is

primarily circular the system10 is very compact.

There are several ways of producing a rotating relativistic electron

stream. One is to subject the electrons to orthogonal electric and magnet-

ic fields as is typical in magnetron-like devices. Here, the electrons under-

go a V(r)=to(r) 4 o/IB 12 drift in a radial electric field E0 (r) and a uniform

axial magnetic field iB0 . Addition of an azimuthally periodic magnetic field

iw(e,r) then results in a circular FEL. This scheme has been explored previ-

• ously,', 8," and though the experimental results10 are encouraging, it may have

a potential drawback in that the electron velocity v(r) varies with radial dis-

tance r. This velocity shear may lead to degradation of the spectral purity

of the emitted electromagnetic radiation, and a reduction in gain and efficien-

cy of the device.

. .
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In this letter we describe initial experiments on a circular FEL which

uses a monoenergetic rotating electron ring and thereby circumvents the problem

of velocity shear mentioned above. Moreover, in the device discussed below one

has better control over the circulating current than in a magnetron-like scheme

where the anode-cathode gap is part'0 of the magnetic wiggler interaction region.

A high quality (energy spread $ 1%) rotating electron ring is produced by

injecting a hollow nonrotating beam into a narrow magnetic cusp.", 2 The hol-

low beam is generated by field emission from an annular graphite cathode ener-

gized by a pulsed, high voltage, high current accelerator (2MV, 20kA, 30ns).

The resulting rotating electron ring is guided downstream from the cusp by a

uniform axial magnetic field of ',1.4kG. The ring is 6cm in radius, has a dura-

tion of %5ns, and carries an axial current of '.1.5kA. The electron rotation

velocity v =O.96c, and the electron axial velocity vz=O.2c. Thus, in the ab-

sence of the wiggler magnetic field, the electron orbits form fairly tight he-

lices.

A schematic of the device is illustrated in Fig. 1. It comprises two

smooth coaxial stainless steel cylinders of radii r0 =6.58cm and ri=5.25cm, re-

spectively. The electron ring propagates within the gap formed by the two cyl-

inders. Superimposed on the axial guiding magnetic field is an azimuthally

periodic magnetic wiggler field tw' which, near the center of the gap, is pri-

marily radial and is thus transverse to the electron flow velocity, as is

the case in conventional linear free electron lasers. A single particle compu-

ter simulation program has been generated for the purpose of studying the elec-

tron motion in the combined axial and wiggler magnetic fields. We see from

Fig 2 that the trajectory is not perturbed too strongly: it remains quasi-

helical, the radial displacements are small, and the electron does not strike

the cylinder walls.

• % % .. ". -. '.'". - - "" ' " " . . "" - - . .
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In our device, the wiggler magnetic field is produced by an assembly of

384 samarium-cobalt bar magnets,", 3 0.40xO.40x4.8cm, each having a residual

" . induction of 9.OkG. The magnets are positioned behind the grounded stainless

; . steel cylinders and held in place in grooved aluminum holders. To achieve a

given periodicity z, the dipole axes of the magnets are arranged as illustrated

in Fig. 3. The lower part of the figure shows a Hall-probe measurement of the

radial component of the wiggler field at the center of the vacuum gap. The

measured field amplitude equals 1.31kG. The axial length of the wiggler is 20

cm. This is achieved by stacking end-to-end four rows of bar magnets. At the

* present time, all of the radiation measurements described below were made with

a wiggler having 6 spatial periods (N) and a periodicity z=6.28cm. Shorter

periodicities are expected to give radiation at frequencies which lie above

the range of our detection equipment.

To estimate the radiation frequency we assume that in the presence of the

wiggler, the electrons experience a ponderomotive force which causes electron

bunching in the e direction. When the e-directed phase velocity w/(kw + ke) of

this space charge wave is slightly below the electron velocity ve, energy can

be given up to the electromagnetic wave. Here kw = N/r=2r/t, w is the radia-

tion frequency; ke=m/r is the radiation wavenumber with m as the mode number

of a transverse magnetic (TM) mode of the coaxial waveguide and r:(ro+ri)/2.

Near cutoff (kz -O), one obtains the familiar FEL formula,1 ,2

W-+ ( + Be) eeykwc/K • (1)

Here a. = v /c, y=l+eV/moc2 with V as the beam voltage; Qw=eB w/m is the non-

relativistic cyclotron frequency in the wiggler field of amplitude Bow, and K=

1+ (awlkoC) 2

The radiation generated in the interaction region is allowed to leak out

• " . -- .. . ° • ° . o o . . . . q - • .. . " . " .° ° • • - . ° - ° . ..
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from the gap formed by the two coaxial cylinders. It is received by means of

a small horn antenna, and is guided through various waveguide cut-off filters

to a crystal detector where it is rectified and displayed on a fast oscillo-

scope. Figure 4c illustrates the time history of a typical radiation burst at

frequencies above 91GHz as measured with a T-band (91-170GHz) filter. When

the magnetic wiggler field is turned off (by removing the samarium-cobalt mag-

nets from their grooved aluminum cylinders) the emitted power falls to a level

too small to be distinguished from background noise (Fig 4d). We thus conclude

that the observed radiation is produced only in the presence of the wiggler

field.

We have as yet not addressed the problem how best to couple out the avail-

able radiation. Our horn antenna merely probes the radiation field and re-

ceives only a small fraction of the available power. Using the crystal cali-

bration of our detector, the totai power radiated from the device at frequen-

cies above 91GHz is estimated to be no smaller than 200kW. Inserting experi-

mental parameters into Eq. (1) yields a radiation frequency w/2n=143GHz. But,

we have not yet measured the spectrum.

In addition to the T-band (91-170GHz) range of frequencies, we also ex-
,a.

plored emission at lower frequencies, from 21GHz and up. Here we find that

some emission occurs even in the absence of the wiggler magnetic field. The

cause of this radiation is the negative mass instability.'4-' However, as a

result of the proximity'8 of the two grounded, concentric metal cylinders the

level of this radiation is greatly reduced compared to that observed in earli-

er work 14,1 on the negative mass instability, where the conducting boundaries

were not in such close proximity to the beam. When the wiggler mag-

netic field is introduced the level of the low frequency emission remains

either unchanged or in some cases, is diminished. This shows that the Pres-
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ence of the wiggler field does not enhance the negative mass instability,

which has been a worrisome possibility.

In conclusion, we have observed radiation in the millimeter wavelength

range (X < 3.3mm) from a novel type of circular FEL which uses a high qual-

ity, high current relativistic electron ring rotating in an azimuthally peri-

odic wiggler magnetic field. The emitted power attributed to the FEL insta-

bility is at least 200kW. Spectral measurement using a calibrated microwave

grating spectrometer'0'1 9 will be carried out in the near future. In addit

by rearranging the magnets as illustrated in Fig. 3, we will be able to sh ?n

the wiggler periodicity z and thereby study emission at wavelengths rangir

from 0.05 to 1.Omm.

3. RELATIVISTIC MAGNETRON--AN INVERTED MULTIRESONATOR SYSTEM

The relativistic magnetron operating in the 400kV range is capable of pro-

ducing microwave bursts on the order of 0.5GW at 12% efficiency. Scaling to

higher voltage (1.OMV) results in increased power (0.8GW); however, the overall

efficiency is reduced due to the presence of a large axial, noninteracting cur-

rent. This problem is difficult to overcome at high field strengths in a con-

ventional magnetron design with the cathode placed coaxially inside the anode.

A solution to this problem is to operate in an inverted geometry with the cath-

ode located outside the anode. In this configuration, an electron emitted from

the cathode that flows axially returns to the cathode with no loss of current.

This property of the inverted magnetron has been investigated experimentally.

The operation of an oscillating magnetron in the inverted geometry re-

quires a nonconventional method for extracting the RF power since there inter-

venes a dense space charge cloud between the external world and the RF resona-

tors. One technique is to build a large radius tube with many vanes (N>20).

|..
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Here the power is extracted from the backs of the resonators, is stored in a

center cavity, and then coupled out the front. Alternatively, it may be pos-

sible to extract the RF fields with magnetic coupling through an iris in the

outer cathode surface. This allows for a compact design with a small number

A of anode vanes. We have chosen the latter extraction technique. We have suc-

* .cessfully operated the inverted magnetron, and its characteristics are: mag-

,- netic field = 6.86kG; voltage = 1.73MV; current = 8.4kA; frequency = 3.68GHz;

microwave power = 400MW.

The detailed results of these studies will be found in Appendix 2.

S.%

.5
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. General experimental configuration.

Fig. 2. Calculated particle orbits in the r-e and r-z planes for an electron

injected with vz=0.20c,ve=O.96c into the interaction space with

(a) B 0z=1.4kG, Bw=O, and (b) Boz=1.4kG, Bow=1. 3kG.

Fig. 3. Arrangement of bar magnets (top); Hall probe measurement of the

wiggler field at a radial position r=5.92cm, as a function of azi-

muthal angle (bottom).

' Fig. 4. Oscilloscope waveforms of (a) diode voltage, (b) axial current col-

lected by a 2.24mmz collector located in the center of the interaction

region, c) microwave signal in T-band (91-170GHz) with wiggler mag-

nets, and (d) microwave signal in T-band without wiggler magnets.

rc
V.
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Appendix 1
RE""r ED FROM PROCEEDtNGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LASERS '82. DECEMBER 13-17. 1982

RADIATION MEASUREMENTS FROM A RIPPLED-FIELD MAGNETRON (CROSSED-FIELD FEL)

G. Bekefi, R.E. Shefer, and B.D. Nevins

Department of Physics and Research LaboratQry of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract

We report measurements of millimeter wave emission from a rippled-field magnetron
(crossed-field FEL). This is a novel source of coherent radiation in which electrons move
in quasi-circular orbits under the combined action of a radial electric field, a uniform
axial magnetic field and an azimuthally periodic wiggler magnetic field. We observe 1.300kW
of RF power in a spectral line whose frequency can be continuously varied from %32 to ^45
GHz by varying the axial magnetic field.

I. Introduction

The rippled-field magnetron' (or crossed-field FEL) is a novel source of coherent radi-
ation in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges. The configuration is a hybrid
between a smooth-bore magnetron2 and a free electron laser.3 Its similarity to the magne-
tron lies in the fact that the electrqns are subjected to orthogonal electric and magnetic
fields causing them to undergo a v = E-B/B- drift. Its similarity to the free electron
laser comes from the faqt that the electrons are also subjected to a spatially periodic
wiggler magnetic field Bw which imposes upon them an undulatory motion.

The device is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. It comprises a smooth cylindrical
cathode of radius rc enclosing a smooth coaxial cylindrical anode of radius ra. The elec-
trons, emitted from the cathode by field emission- are subjected sLmultaneously to two
quasi-steady fields acting at right angles to one another: a uniform, axial magnetic field
Boz produced by magnetic coils, and a radial electric field Eor(r) generated by applying a
voltage V 6etween the electrodes. In the absence of the wiggler field, a space-charge
cloud forms, partially filling the interaction gap (rc - ra); the electrons undergo azi-
muthal rotation having a sheared, radially dependent velocity v = Eor(r)/B~z. To achieve
this "Brillouin flow equilibrium," the strength of the magnetic field must exceed the
critical field for "magnetic insulation", given by2

B ;c = (m c/ede)(, - 1), (1)

o,* where e and mc are the electron charge and rest mass, respectively, , = 1+(eV/m-c2) and
•• de = (r-r&)/2ra is the effective cathode-anode gap width.

Superimposed on the E. and 5. fields is an azimuthally periodic magnetic wiggler field
Bv., whigh perturbs the Brillouin flow of the electron stream. Subject to the requirement
that T'Bw -×Bw - 0, the field in the vacuum gap between the cathode and anode is calcu-

- lated to be,

B I r N -1 r N+ jr (N -I)i2N
.w 2- cos(W) al r

(2)
* 2s~~ [ N-1 - N- 1] [ -1) /)N,

where r and are unit vectors in the radial and azimuthal directions, respectively. N =
Ircra), is the number of spatial periods and is the linear periodicity defined midway
in the ao. B-.,- is the amplitude of the radial component of field at a distance r =

S- -- ) where the azimuthal field component vanishes (which is roughl' midwav ze-
-tween the cathode and anode). We see that near the center of the uar -he siacler fIeA- _s

-. raa- al and is thus transverse to the electron flow veLoc.1t a ,s is

the :ase in zon.*ertioonal free electron Lasers. The undulator,- ffrce -ev 3 L 1 .3 o the -
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axis.

In our device, the wiggler magnetic field is produced by an assembly of samarium-cobalt"
bar magnets. The placement of the magnets and the electrode configuration are illustrated
in the photograph of Fig. 2. The magnets are positioned behind smooth stainless steel
electrodes and held in place in grooved aluminum cylinders. Once the system is assembled,
the inner electrode (anode) is connected to the positive terminal of the pulsed, high volt-
age accelerator. The outer field-emission cathode is grounded. Table I gives a summary of
the diode dimensions and experimental parameters, and Table II gives data concerning the
permanent magnet system.

TABLE 1. Summary of operating parameters of the
rippled-field magnetron.

Radius o! cathode 5.22 cm
Radius of anode 4.43 cm
Length of anode 6.0 cm

Voltage 0.7-1.4 MV
Current 1-20 kA
Pulse length 30 ns
Axial magnetic field 6-15 kG

TABLE II. Summary of the samarium-cobalt bar mag-
net assembly.

Number of magnets = 96
Dimensions = 0.40-0.40-4.8 cm
Residual induction, B = 9.0 kG

r

Periodicity Z N Field Amplitude B
(cm) (kG)

1.26 24 0.68
2.53 12 1.96
5.06 6 2.26

To achieve the different periodicities Z given in Table II above, the dipole axes of the
magnets are arranged as illustrated in Fig. 3. Because the magnets are discrete, harmonics
of the fundamental period cos(NO) are present. However, use of four or eight magnets per
period as shown in the second and third diagrams greatly reduces the harmonic content:" all
even harmonics are absent and the third harmonic also vanishes. As a result, the magnetic
field closely resembles that given by Eq. (2). Figure 4 shows a Hall-probe measurement of
zne radial component of the wiggler field at the center of the cathode-anode gap. Figure 5
i.'ves a computer generated field plot in x,y coordinates. For small aacs such that
(rc-ra)<<rc, which is the case in our system, the x,y plot is a good approximation to the
actual cylindrical, r,-, configuration. We see that at the center of the gap, the field is
purely transverse (radial); however, at the electrode surfaces, the transverse (radial) and
L ngitudinal (azimuthal) field components are of comparable magnitude. This is Df course

II. Experiments

z:oures * and 7 show an :)verall view of the experimental arrangement. The electric
ffi bet:,een :athode and anode is provided by the Physics International Pulserad 'l!A nhih
"tace faci:t}. The ax-al oagnetc field is generated by two pulsed magnet:c fie! ::is
strr-'c. o, ic c axia .:ih, the c;L ndrlcal electrodes. Typical :urreno-vIcoac cnarac-
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teristics of the system as a function of the axial magnetic field are shown in Fia. S. In
all cases the magnetic field exceeds the critical field given by Eq. (1).

The radiation generated in the rippled-field magnetron is allowed leak out through the
Pyrex window seen in Figs. 6 and 7. We point out that we have as yet not addressed the
problem how best to couple out the available radiation. We believe that only a fraction of
the radiation generated reaches our externally placed diagnostics. The radiation leaving
the Pyrex window in a given direction is received with a horn antenna and rectified in a
calibrated crystal detector. To obtain the total emitted power

2 in a given microwave fro-
quency band, we make an angular scan of the radiation pattern of the transmitter, derive
its gain and use the familiar radar formula.2

The frequency spectra are measured in one of two ways, by means of solid state or wave-
guide dispersive lines2 and by a millimeter wave grating spectrometer5 (shown in Figs. 6
and 7). A dispersive line gives the spectrum in a single firing of the accelerator, but
has a rather poor spectral resolution. The grating spectrometer has much better resolution
and is used for final, detailed measurements. However, since the spectra must be assembled
from successive shots, its use is not practical when the frequency fluctuates, as is some-
times the case. Table III summarizes the frequency bands explored in our studies. However,
we shall restrict further discussions to the 26-60GHz range of frequencies because in this
range only do we observe a clear narrow spectral line which is unmistakably associated with
the presence of the wiggler magnetic field. In the other two bands listed in Table III we
observe lower level radiation not clearly connected with the presence or absence of the
wiggler. This emission is probably of the same origin as that seen in earlier: studies of
the smooth-bore magnetron.

TABLE III. Frequency range of spectral studies

Frequency band Method
(GHZ)

2 - 4 Solid state dispersive line.
7 - 12 Waveguide dispersive line.

26 - 60 Grating spectrometer;
waveguide dispersive line.

. Figure 9 shows the total radiated power in the 26-40GHz frequency band, as a function of'
the axial magnetic field, for a wiggler having a periodicity Z=2.53cm(N=12) and an ampli-
tude Btw=1.96kG. The peak emitted power exceeds 300kW. When the wiggler is turned off
(by removing the samarium-cobalt magnets from their grooved aluminum cylinders), the emit-
ted power is seen to fall by more than a factor of 20. When the amplitude of the wiggler
field is reduced from 1.96kG to 0.98kG (not shown in the figure), the emitted power is re-
duced by approximately a factor of two. The reduction in Bw, without a change in the
period I, is accomplished by removing the azimuthally directed magnets shown in the second
diagram of Fig. 3.

Spectral characteristics of the emitted radiation, obtained with the grating spectrom-
eter are illustrated in Fig. 10. The measured line width at the half power points is '2.2
GHz (the instrument line width is 1.0GHz) . The lower part of Fig. 10 shows that in the
absence of the wiggler, the level of radiation has fallen by more than threer orders of mag-
nittude; the emission is broad-band and shows no narrow spectral features.

The radiation frequency of the spectral line shown in Fig. 10 varies linearly with the
' strength of the axial macnetic field. This continuous frequency tuning from 32GHz to 45GHz

s !IlustratOO in .I. At freouencles below 30GHz (magnetic ields below 5kG) the
-? .<.:: o t b> :-e -a ct at the rresronzing aXl -

...... L s -t olosel. the crotica. f:eoI: &f . (I) . At frecuencies above 47,Hz
t:e 3mlitude of the sectral line becomes ver, small. Shot-to-shot reproducibllitv of the
-mission is good over the entire frequency range shown in the figure. Thus, detailed grat-
ing spectrometer measurements are possible, and these are shown as open circles. The solid
-ats denote measurements made with a Ka band wavequide dispersive line. The straight line
shcwn in 1. 1 recresents a least squares fit to the experimental data and is -f the form,

Tr (GHz) = 9.4 4.0 B (kG) for = 2.53cm (3)2-28
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No deterioration of the spectral line profile occurs over the frequency range of Fig. 11;
the experimental line width is less than 2GHz.

Changing the period Z of the wiggler changes the radiation frequency ). Figure 12 shows
the tuning curve for Z-5.06cm(N-6), and a wiggler amplitude Bow=2.26kG. In the measure-
ments the frequency spectra are obtained with the Ka band dispersive line; it appears that
shot-to-shot frequency fluctuations prevent use of the grating spectrometer. No line emis-
sion occurs at frequencies below ^40GHz. The straight line shown in Fig. 12 is a least
squares fit to the data, and is of the form,

(GHz) = 5.4 + 3.9 B (GHz) for = 5.06cm (4)

It is noteworthy that for a given value of Bz , the radiation frequency is higher for a wig-
gler of shorter period Z, a fact which will be discussed in section III.

III. Discussion

We have observed intense (%300kW), narrow band (S2GHz) radiation in the millimeter wave-
length range (7-9mm). The available radiation is probably much in excess of what we ob-
serve. The problem of designing an efficient power extraction circuit has not been ad-
dressed yet. Such a design requires better knowledge of the RF mode structure and the phys-
ics of the emission mechanism than are presently available.

Dependence of the radiation frequency I on the externally applied axial magnetic field
Bz , and on the wiggler periodicity . suggests that one is dealing with a Doppler upshifted
cyclotron mode

6

- k k 'v + c (5)

coupled to an electromagnetic wave

- kc (6)

circulating in the cathode-anode gap. Here and k are the radiation frequency and azimuth-
al wave number, respectively; k,=2-/ is the wiggler wave number; v is the azimuthal veloc-
ity of an electron interacting with the wave, and ,=il-(v/c)) - . ..c=eBz/m- is the non-
relativistic electron cyclotron frequency associated with the axial magnetic field; and e
and mo are the electron charge and rest mass, respectively. Eliminating k between Eqs. (5)
and (6) yields

(1 + 3 )y 2 kc + (I + 3)n (7)• c

where = v/c.

We see that the empirical Eqs. (3) and (4) have the same structure as Eq. (7). The ra-diation frequency varies linearly with magnetic field Bz, and for a given Bz, increases

with decreasing periodicity . A quantitative comparison can be made as follows. Deter-
mine by equating the second term of Eq. (7) to the second term of Eqs. (3) or (4). Using
this value of - compute the first term of Eq. (7) and compare it with the first term of
Eqs. (3) or (4). Table IV summarizes the results.

TABLE IV. Comparison of coefficients a and b in the equation
/2-(GHz) = a + bB (kG).z

= 2 .33cm = 53.6cm
= 3.44

.Experiment (Eq. (3) or (4)) f_ = 9.4+4.0Bz f- = 5.4+3.9Bz

-Euation (7) = .4 4.OB = 3.8+3.9B
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There is remarkably good as,.eement between Eq. (7) and the emplrical Eq. (3) for the
'. ,2.53cm period wiggler. The agreement is somewhat worse for the 5.06cm wiggler. However,

in the latter case, there is fairly large scatter in the experimental data as seen in Fig.
%' 12. We note that the values of 3 derived above are less than the maximum 3 that can be im-

parted by the applied electric and magnetic fields. This implies that only electrons close
to the cathode participate in the wave-particle interaction (the velocity r = ErCr)IB is
sheared; it is zero at the cathode and increases roughly linearly with distance towards the
anode). The computed values of 0 given in Table IV are constant, independent of the
strength of the axial magnetic field z. This is only possible if the electric field Er
varies such that the ratio Er/Bz Z constant, a fact which is borne out by the voltage ver-
su Bz plot of Fig. 8.

The theoretical understanding of the observed emission -echanism is far from complete,
and the validity of Eq. (7) for the radiation frequency must not be overemphasized. Equa-
tion (7) is derived6 under assumptions not really applicable to the experimental device.
The single particle computations neglect space charge effects, and the electrons are in-
jected into the cathode-anode gap with finite velocity, rather than being born in situ at
the cathode. Finally, the wiggler magnetic field is taken to be purely radial and this
neglects the strong azimuthal field component at the cathode and anode surfaces (Eq. (2)).
Indeed, with the above theoretical assumptions, the mode represented by Eqs. (5), (6), and

*(7) is stable, that is, the imaginary part of the complex frequency is zero. We expect to
obtain a better understanding of the observed phenomena from a particle simulation code.'
This is a fully relativistic particle-in-cell code used in previous studies of the relativ-
istic maanetron. Preliminary computer simulations indicate that a larce fraction of elec-
trons emitted at the cathode do not in fact circulate but travel jirectly to the ancde. A
temporal space charge density modulation occurs accompanied by an azimuthall',Y periodic den-
sity variation. An understanding of the emiision mechanism will have to take cognizance of
the effect of these space charge fields on the dynamics of the circulating component of the
electron stream.
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Fig. 1. schematic diagram of the
rippled-field magnetron.
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the disassembled
rippled-field magnetron, with a sainari-
unm-cobalt bar magnet shown in the fore-
ground.
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Fig. 4. X-Y recorder output of the radi-
al magnetic field midway in the cathode-
anode gap, as a function of azimuthal
angle
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Fig. 6. Experimental arrangement.
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Fig. 7. Photograph cf the experimental
arrangement showing the glass output win-
dow and axial magnetic field coils of the
rippled-field magnetron in the background;
and the millimeter-wave grating spectrom-
eter in the foreground.

,-15

~~10-
z

I 0-

o 2 8 9 50
AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD B, (kG)

Fig. 8. Current-voltage characteristics
of the rippled-field magnetron as a
function of the axial magnetic field
(Bw=1.96kG, =2.53cm).
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Fig. 11. Radiation frequency as a
function of axial magnetic field for the
-2.53cm period wiggler (0 dispersive

line measurement; 0 grating spectrometer
measurements).
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Fig. 12. Radiation frequency as 3 func-
tion of axial magnetic fielf for 5.06
cm period wiggler (0 dispersive line
measurements).
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Appendix 2

Radiation measurements from an inverted relativistic magnetron
R. A. Close, A. Palevsky, and G. Bekefi
Department of Physics and Research Laboratory of Electronics. Massachusetts Institute of TechnoloV,
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139

(Received 31 January 1983; accepted for publication 30 March 1983)

We report microwave emission measurements from an inverted relativistic magnetron
comprising an outer cylindrical field emission cathode and an inner coaxial anode with embedded
vane resonators. The magnetron operates in the m" mode at a flequency - 3.6 GHz, and voltages of
1-2 MV. The rf power is - 500 MW.

PACS numbers: 85. 1O.Ka

I. INTRODUClION space-charge cloud forms, partially filling the interaction

The magnetron"' is one of the most efficient and rug- gap (r, - r.); the electrons undergo azimuthal rotation hav-
ged devices for generating microwaves at decimeter and cen- ing a sheared, radially dependent velocity v9 = Eo, (r)/Bo,.
timeter wavelength ranges. Power levels from tens of watts To achieve this "Brillouin flow equilibrium," the strength of
to hundreds of kilowatts can be achieved with conversion the magnetic field must exceed the critical field for "magnet-
efficiencies as high as 80%. In recent years- 9 a new class of ic insulation," given by4'"
pulsed magnetron devices has come into existence which are B_ = Im,)c/ed, )(? - W (/2, i
capable of extending the existing powers by more than two
orders in magnitude. This has resulted in the generation of where e and m are the electron charge and rest mass, respec-
unprecedented powers in the range of hundreds of tively; yo= + (eV/moc) and d, = (r2 - r2)/2r. is the ef-
megawatts to several gigawatts (albeit at reduced efficiencies fective cathode-anode gap width.
of 10%-35%). Embedded in the anode block is a periodic assembly of

In slow-wave systems. efficient conversion of energy vane-type resonators ' whose function is to create slow
* from a stream of free electrons to electromagnetic radiation modes (phase velocity < c) with which the circulating elec-

requires near synchronism between the velocity of the elec- trons can interact. Once the system is assembled, the inner
' trons and the phase velocity of the wave. In crossed-field electrode (anode) is connnected to the positive terminal of a
' devices, of which the magnetron is a typical example, this pulsed high voltage accelerator. The outer, field emission

synchronism occurs between electrons undergoing a cathode is grounded. Table I gives a summary of the experi-
, v = E X B/B 2 drift in orthogonal electric and magnetic mental parameters and dimensions of two tubes (M8 and

fields, and an electromagnetic wave whose velocity is re- M10) and Table II gives their (approximate) mode frequen-
duced by a slow-wave structure comprised of a periodic as- cies computed by a method"' described elsewhere.
sembly of coupled resonant cavities. The eight-vane (M8) and ten-vane (MIO) tubes are de-

The device is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. It com- signed with the view (see Sec. III) of testing two magnetrons
prises a smooth cylindrical cathode of radius r, enclosing a radiating at the same 7r-mode frequencies but having widely
coaxial cylindrical anode of radius r.. The electrons, emitted different cathode-anode gap widths d. This is achieved by
from the cathode by field emission4'" are subjected simulta- changing the number of vane resonators from eight to ten as
neously to two quasisteady fields acting at right angles to one the gap width is changed from 1.38 to 0.84 cm, respectively.
another: a uniform, axial magnetic field B., produced by It is clear from Fig. I that the configuration of the mag-
magnetic coils, and a radial electric field E0, (r) generated by netrons under present investigation is inverted compared to
applying a voltage V between the electrodes. As a result, a the typical magnetron -" which has an outer (grounded) an-

GRAPHITE- COATED CATHODE TABLE i. Summary of operating parameters of two inverted relativistic
magnetrons Ithe nomenclature is that used in Fig. 1!.

Voltage 0.9-2.1 MV
• Current 1- 14 kA

Pulse length 30 ns
NAxial magnetic field 2--b kG

I Quantity %48 Magnetron M 10 Magnetron

WAVEGUIDE Number of vanes 8 10
OUTPUT Anode radius r. 2.92 cm 3.76 cm

Cathode radius r, 4.30 cm 4.60 cm
Gap width d 1.38 cm 0.84 cm

WAVEGUIDE ANODE Anode length L 5.07 cm 464 cm
)UTPUT Vane radius r 1.28 cm 2.55 cm

Vane angle 0 30 20'

FIG. I. Schematic diagram of the Mg inverted relativistic magnetron..
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TABLE II. Computed land mmsuredl mode frequmncia of the Ma and 2.51 1 I 1 1
MI0 inverted magnetrois. Mode designations conform to those used in
Refs. 1 and 4.

Made P m lOHz) U24

Calclated
1 1.10 < 0.95
2 2.15 1.72 A
3 3.10 2.48

4 3.15
3.53 3.69 La

2rl > 4.7 > 4.7 1 5
Mesured Icold teW -

- 3.67 0

ode and an inner (negative) cathode. In the latter, configura- 1MARX VOLTAGE

tion a sizeable fraction' of the electrons emitted by the cath- * 40 kV

- ' ode flow axially along the magnetic field lines to ground. The o 50 kV
electrons, therefore, do not circulate and do not participate
in the rf interaction. Thus, they provide an undesirable 0.5 23 4 5
"shunt" current" which reduces the efficiency of the device.
In low voltage magnetrons the shunt current can be sup- MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)
pressed by placing electrostatic shields at both ends of the
cathode. However, in high voltage relativistic magnetrons
this tchnique cannot be used because at the large field FIG. 2. Voltage as a function of the axial magnetic field for the M8 magne-
strengths that exist there ( Z 200 kV/cm), all materials emit tron.

., , .. and arcing occurs readily. The inverted magnetron obviates
*the problem of the shunt current. With the grounded cath-

ode now on the outside, any electrons flowing axially from
the cathode return to it with no loss of energy.

However, in the inverted magnetron configuration, the
extraction of the rf power poses a problem. The rf fields art
strongest in the vane resonators which are on the inside of 14 , ,
the tube and at high electrical potential. One technique, 12 is 4
to connect the vane resonators by means of slot couplers to a

. central, coaxial cavity, and transmit the microwave power 12-
axially, out the front of the device. This requires a complicat- i

ed, highly overmoded rf circuit, numerous closely spaced
vane resonators and a high voltage isolation transformer. iZ
We have chosen a more primitive system in which the rf I
fields are coupled directly out of the cathode-anode gap and . , !
across the electron space charge cloud. This is done by at-
taching a section of C band waveguide to a slot cut in the Z
cathode wall, as is illustrated in Fig. 1. The waveguide is butt 0:Uj
mounted with its broad wall aligned along the axis of the c ,
magnetron. This orientation couples the axial component of U 4j-
the rf magnetic field in the cathode-anode gap to the rf mag-
netic field of the TE,, mode of the waveguide. The second - ,
waveguide shown in Fig. I is connected to a matched dum- 2 is
my high-power load; its purpose is to provide a measure of a..
symmetry in the coupling and reduce the possibility of un- i2
evenly loading the internal rf structure of the magnetron. 3 4 5
The graphite coating on the cathode reduces formation of MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)
hot spots and ensures a more uniform electron emission from
the surface. As a result, the shot-to-shot reproducibility of
the electromagnetic radiation from the magnetron is greatly FIG. 3. Current as a function of axial magnetic field for the M8 magnetron

% improved. 0o 30 kV Marx-bank charging; A 40 kV:O 50 kV.
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1I. EXPERIMENT 3.81

The electric field between cathode and anode is pro-
vided by the Physics International Pulsrad I 1OA high vol-
tage facility. The axial magnetic field is generated4"' by two N

pulsed magnetic field coils surrounding, and coaxial with,
.-. the cylindrical electrodes. Typical voltage and current char- -- 0

.4acteriazics ofthe M8 magnetron as function of the axial mag- >- 3.7-
netic field are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The three z iT / //
sets of data in each figure correspond to three different Marx MODE /

, generator charging voltages (30, 40, and 50 kV) employed in aall of our experiments. The overall voltage-current charac- *.'/ A 'L 6

terisucs are similar to those observed in conventionA 3 4 rela.- /

The radiation emanating from the magnetron via the C- 0

band waveguide is attenuated by - 100 dB with the aid of
precision calibrated attenuators and directional couplers <
and is rectified in a calibrated crystal detector. Figure 4 //
shows the total power emitted as a function of axial magnetic
field. We see that power levels in excess of 400 MW are 35- /A
achieved. The bell-shaped curves shown in Fig. 4 are very 3
similar to those obtained for relativistic magnetrons operat- 2 3 4 5
ing in the conventional (noninverted configuration." '  MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)

The frequency spectrum is measured by means of a sol-
id-state dispersive line' having a resolution better than - 50
MHz. The observations are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of FIG. 5. Radiation frequency as a function of the axial magnetic field for theM8 magnetron .o30 kV Marx-bank charging; A 40 kV: 0 50 kV).
the axial magnetic field. It is seen that at low magnetic fields

the frequency increases linearly with magnetic field suggest-
ing that one is observing some form of collective cyclotron

r I I I iradiation. 3 In this regime of magnetic fields B, and voltages

400- / V (see Fig. 2), B, is at or a little below the critical magnetic
/ ' field B,,, given by Eq. (1). At higher magnetic fields well
d above the critical magnetic field B,, the oscillation frequen-

cy becomes virtually independent of B, as expected when3 I_ true magnetron oscillations set in. The measured frequency

2 /3OO is now close to but slightly higher than the r mode frequency
determined by computations and magnetron cold tests (see

"t Table II). The small upward frequency shift relative to the
-A . "\ cold test frequency is probably due to the presence of elec-

200- I A tron space charge in the cathode-anode gap which tends to
1make the effective gap width smaller and the mode frequen-

cy higher. (This is equivalent to "current-pushing" in con-
ventional, nonrelativistic magnetrons.)

I / . Knowledge of the emitted microwave power P,, mag-
/A netron voltage V. and current 1, allow one to derive the tube

00 / - efficiency defined as the ratio of P. /VI. This quantity is
plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the axial magnetic field. The
maximum efficiency obtained is - 12%.

All observations presented hitherto refer to the eight-
vane (MS) magnetron. A similar study of the ten-vane (M 10)

3 4 magnetron reveals characteristics very similar to the M8 de-
MAGNETI FIELD (4vice. For example. in the M10. the maximum rf power
MAGNETIC FIELD (kG) achieved is 515 MW at an axial magnetic field of 6.65 kG,

FIG 4 Radiated power tn the 3.2-5. GHz frequency range as a function of voltage 1.62 MV. and a current of 9 kA. The resulting effi-
* . the axial magnetic field for the M8 magnetron io 30 kV Marx-bank charg- ciency is 3.5%. This is considerably lower than that obtained

ing: A 40 kV Z5 0 kV, with the M8 magnetron. Indeed. this lowered efficiency is

-zz: 0.C



14, current increase is seen to occur at a magnetic field 1-4.5
kG) at which the emitted rf power is maximum (Fig. 4). This

12 resonance behavior in the current can occur only if the rf
electric field builds up to a level comparable to the externally
applied electric field. We note that such current enhance-

1l0- ment during strong if oscillations is typical of the highly
I I efficient, low voltage mnagnetrons, but has not been seen pre-/ 4 viously in relativistic magnetrons, of the conventional 9

/ (noninverted) type. The fact that this was not seen in pre-
wj vious relativistic magnetrons suggests that if generation was

5 \ // less efficient, possibly due in part to large axial shunt cur-
Uj 0 X/ A comparison between the large gap (1.38 cm) M8 mag-

411-/ netron and the narrow gap (0. 84 cm) M 10 magnetron exhib-
/its very similar chaatitics except that the M10 draws

2 " a., more current and its efficiency issmaller by approximately a
I"' factor of 2. The lessened efficiency is thought to be due to the

* . ~fact that a narrow gap partially shorts out the azimuthal
0

U2  34 5 component of the rf electric field in the cathode-anode space.
MAGNETI C FIELD (kG) Therefore, the device is less conducive' to strong space-

charge spoke formation (i.e., electron bunching), which is
necessary for efficient microwave generation.

FIG. 6. Magnetron efficiency aa a function of the axial magnetic field for the
M8 magnetron to 30 kV Mlarx-bank charging; A 40 kV: 0 50 kV).
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